
 

 
PreSonus Eris E5 test - beginners Studio Monitor  
 

 
 

In this test look and I can hear my Eris E5 PreSonus Studio Monitors at. PreSonus's musicians and audio 
engineers with good interface and preamplifier concept. In the PreSonus Studio monitors had not 
previously dabbled. With the Eris Eris E5 and E8 now provide two new, affordable monitors for beginners 
and advanced options. The review shows that the small PreSonus Eris E5 have it so, and for whom they are 
suitable.  
Survey  
The PreSonus Eris E5 are active studio monitors with a 5.25-inch Kevlar woofer and a 1-inch silk dome 
tweeter. The frequency response of 53 Hz - 22 kHz specified. The membranes are driven by bi-amping with 
45Watt for LF and 35 watts for HF. The speaker is magnetically shielded.  
The case is very sturdy and made clean and in its dimensions with just 18 x 26 x 20 cm quite small and 
much more portable than KRK RP5 G2 RoKit . Technically, there are design features little in the form and 
features. Plain black and a power LED on the front lights up the PreSonus the logo. The bass reflex port is 
also located on the front. The 1-inch tweeter is protected by a grille.  



 
Inputs and settings  
For connections and adaptability to the space PreSonus makes no compromises. The potentiometer for 
input gain is rasterized in the center position. Acoustically allows the speaker to up to-6dB and +6 DBB 
adjust the space variable by two potentiometers also centrally screened in highs and mids. In addition, the 
depth can be trimmed with -2 dB and -4 dB. The PreSonus called "Acoustic Space" and delivered on the 
back of the same explanatory with pictures. Very beginner friendly. For the use of a subwoofer, there is the 
option to set a low cut at 80Hz and 100Hz. I had to be in the middle of my room and the installation of the 
monitors-2dB at the depths and +1 dB.  

 



All common inputs are available. XLR and TRS (balanced TRS large) are as balanced inputs. By RCA / 
RCA also cheaper USB sound cards, CDJs or instruments can be connected to the Eris E5.  
A background noise of the amplifier is perceptible only in the 5-10 cm away from the monitor. Also quietly 
recordings are not affected.  

 
Sound and fitness studio  
Sonically, the Presonus Eris E5 are designed as studio monitors. According to neutral shows the sound. 
Heavily emphasized frequencies or an urge to beautify the speakers are not directly visible. Neutral 
reproduction is in the foreground with Higher priced in comparison with studio monitors taps must be made 
clear.  
I would not want to rely solely on the Eris E5 when mixing. Through all frequency ranges through they do 
not solve it on with enough detail. But what it is good preparation for composing or as a speaker in the 
editing room with video productions. Here, the crystal-clear resolution and accurate separation of the 
individual instruments is not as crucial as it is the case when mixing.  



 
Most falls on the lower level of detail in the transition from middle to depths. In this area, the transparency 
is rather low, and accordingly it would be criminal to mix with the Eris E5 alone here. To put it slightly 
plastic: the mixing of distorted guitars, it will be hard to level and adjust the compression correctly because 
the Eris E5 does not play back this section with enough details.  
In the mids and highs can look but still relatively neutral for the price range of the recording. Only when 
highly compressed recordings playing the E5 blurs Eris clearer. Noise, ground loops or errors in the 
recording of the monitor limited to white in the foreground.  
As for the sound, the Draft Eris E5 amazingly full and voluminous without distorting. A full-range 
reproduction is due to the small woofer / mid not in it. For smaller spaces of the draft, however, is fully 
sufficient. The depth is staggering in this price range still in order. A proper definition is rather limited and 
it lacks bass lines in the pitch slightly to more accurately distinctness.  
As mentioned above, the Eris E5 but I would definitely give a good position for DJs, editors and general 
composition. For the price, the performance is quite good and the Eris E5 sound quite linear and balanced. 
They also let the fun listening through a broad sound not be neglected. However, for precise listening they 
are only limited use.  



 
Similar studio monitors in the price range  
The PreSonus Eris E5 put himself into an already quite strongly contested segment. An alternative is the 
Yamaha HS50M . Price and in size they are similar, but sonically much more closely with accent in the 
upper mids. Who would not give up an 8-inch membrane can also test the M-Audio BX8 D2 look. But 
these are € 300 for a pair price absolute barebones. The more expensive Monkey Banana Turbo 4 offer 
more perspective and details for mixing, but sound less fun with less depth and quite smooth treble.  

 
Conclusion  
The PreSonus Eris E5 are a beginner monitor for small spaces with a pair price of 300 €. The 5.25-inch 
diaphragm pushes out plenty of depth and plays into the depths wide and voluminous without distorting. 
Also mids and lows are well matched in terms of price and neutral. However, some weaknesses list the Eris 
E5 in terms of clarity and transparency, which is why they are only limited use for mixing. Since they can 
DJ, editors and composers Eris E5 probehören quite times the fun factor can not be neglected.  
 


